Abstract. We define a class of Frolicher spaces locally diffeomorphic to Frolicher subspaces of the Euclidean space R n and we call them pseudomanifolds. These differential constructs carry symplectic geometry so that Hamiltonian systems are naturally introduced. When gluing together symplectic pseudomanifolds which intersect transversally, it turns out that up to an equivalence relation, the glued space is symplectic and smooth integral curves extend to singular points.
Introduction
This study is an application of Hamiltonian mechanics to a particular class of the so called smooth spaces or Frolicher spaces (also denoted by F-spaces). We refer to a Frolicher structure on a set M as a pair (CM, One is the initial topology -tf generated by the set Tm-This is the weakest topology in which all the functions are continuous. It has subbasis and basis the collections {/ -1 (0, 1)}/gjtm and {/ _1 (0, oo)}yejrM respectively. The other is the topology TC generated by the set CM, the open sets of which are subsets O C M such that c -1 (0) are open in R. It is easy to see that t? C tq-Except otherwise indicated, Frolicher spaces under consideration in this work are balanced spaces, that is, tq = ry (See [3] ). For basics on Frolicher spaces, see [6] , [7] , [4] , [2] .
Working with the smooth Frolicher structure is particularly interesting as geometric objects mostly function spaces, or spaces with many singularities or It is easy to see that P is smooth if and only if <P*CM Q CPJ. Combining the above statements yields an additional characterisation of a smooth map as follows fotpoce C°° (M,M) for all / G TN and c G CMNote that in this work we shall simply say smooth for means of smooth in the Frolicher sense and Frolicher space M for (M,CM,^M) if there is no fear of confusion. A Frolicher space M is said to be locally diffeomorphic to another Frolicher space N if, for every x G M, there exists a neighborhood U of x diffeomorphic to a subset V of N. In [2] and [8] we show the following two results. 
Remarks
a. The definition of a pseudomanifold stated above does not require n to be a fixed positive integer. If this occurs, we shall call M a pseudomanifold of dimension n or an n-pseudomanifold. Furthermore, if M is locally diffeomorphic to open subsets of R n then it is easy to see that the smooth structure under consideration and the manifold structure are coincident. Finally, let us note that for the purposes of symplectic geometry, one may require the modelling subspaces of R" to be star-shaped regions of R", or closed subspaces of R n of constant dimension with nonempty interior. We refer the reader to the literature (see [9] ) for more about the concept of a differential space of constant dimension.
b. An operational tangent vector at x G M is a derivation on TM, that is a map vx : J~M > M satisfying Leibniz property. That is,
where f,g& J~M-The set of all tangent vectors at x G M is denoted by TXM and is called the tangent space on M at x. In [2] and [4] , it is shown that TXM is a linear Frolicher space whose smooth structure is generated by functionals (df)x defined by setting
. A Frolicher space has another tangent structure defined via structure curves as follows. Let net and x G M. Denote by C^f the set of all smooth curves c G CM such that c(a) = x. By a kinematic tangent vector (word borrowed from [7] ) to the space M with foot point a we mean
where c 6 C^f. A tangent cone space at x is the set of all kinematic tangent vectors at x. It is denoted by TXCM and is not necessarily a linear Frolicher space(see [4] As a symplectic differential space (see [2] , [4] ), a symplectic n-pseudomanifold (M, ui) is an even dimensional space which inherits the well-known exterior algebra on differential spaces, and the equality dim TpM = n for all p G M, with n = 2m, meN,m^0 holds true.
Normal form for symplectic forms
In [9] we read In the category of differential spaces, it is proved that independent functions /i, /2,..., f n at £ form an differential basis if any function g ^ fi in the subalgebra of smooth functions on U is of the form u o (/ l5 / 2 ,..., /"), where u G C°°(M n , R). As from [9] , one may conclude that on an npseudomanifold there are n independent structure functions at each point. That is, there exists a basis of n covectors in the cotangent space at x for all x G M. Equivalently, there is a local basis B = {Xi,X2,X n } of the module of tangent vector fields at x. in T X {U) such that {dq dp 1 ,..., dp n } form the basis in which ui\u has the normal form ra u\jj = ^ dq l A dp 1 , m i=1 
It is clear that ip is injective. Since the subset ip{U) C M™ above carries a Frolicher structure, it follows from Lemma 2.1 above that tp is a diffeomorphism.
• LEMMA 3.3.
In the conditions of Lemma 3.2, the associated tangent map
:
is an isomorphism of linear spaces.
Proof. The map ip* x is linear. By Lemma 3.2 ip\u IS a diffeomorphism. Then exists and = (^»x)^1-That is, is an isomorphismon on U.
Now assume that X is a smooth vector field on M and Y is a vector field on tp(M). It follows that for all w <E T^x)ip(M), w = Yty(x)) = ip* x (X (ip~1 (il)(x)))) = A x X(x).
Taking v := X(x) € T X M proves the required result.
• 
is an isomorphism so that ¿jv is an embedding. Consider Vi,..., V n in X(U fl N) as candidates for the local basis on N. We note that
Vi(x) = (t N )^Wi(x).

Using Equation 1 above, we have
That is, V{ are smooth tangent vector fields. Thus, Vi,..., Vn form a local basis on JV.
= u{v 1,V2).
Hence, the pullback l*uj is a nondegenerate 2-form on N. One concludes that N together with this pullback is a symplectic Frolicher space, turning i into a symplectic transformation on M.
• A smooth map ip : M\ -> M2 on symplectic pseudomanifolds (M\,u>\) and (M2,a>2) is said to be symplectic or canonical if (p*u>2 = That is, for all x G Mi and all v,w € TXM\ one has the following identity
where oj\x is the evaluation of lo\ at the point x, u>2ip(x) is the evaluation of u2 at the point ip(x) and ip.tx is the tangent (or derivative) of at x.
It follows from the above definition that ip*u)2\<p(u) = w i|i7 always holds for symplectic pseudomanifolds and turns the chart ip into a canonical diffeomorphism. The set of all canonical diffeomorphisms of a symplectic pseudomanifold M is a smooth subgroup of the smooth group Diff(M) of all diffeomorphisms of M with respect to the composition of maps [6] . This subgroup is denoted by Diffcan(M).
The matter discussed above is a framework for a generalized formalism of mechanical systems on smooth spaces. For instance, Hamiltonian systems can be described as follows in the general setting of Frolicher spaces, and restricted to the class of pseudomanifolds.
Hamiltonian systems on pseudomanifolds
Let (M,lo) be an n-pseudomanifold. Let X(M) and 0 1 (M) be the Tm~ modules of smooth vector fields and 1-forms on M respectively. Prom the literature on symplectic geometry, it is known that u> induces a vector bundle isomorphism uJ 3 : TM -> T*M that corresponds to an .T^-module isomorphism also denoted ui" : 3L(M) -> i) 1 (M) . But in the next section, we will see that if M is a glued space which may contain singular points, then a nonzero vector field can map to a zero 1-form. Now consider the map Expanding the left-hand side and using the duality between Wj and Vj, dq 3 and dpj, we have A vector field on a symplectic pseudomanifold (M, uj) is said to be locally Hamiltonian if at every point x of M there is an open neighborhood U 3 x such that X restricted to U is Hamiltonian. Hence X = Xh and H is the Hamiltonian function associated with Xh-That is,
ix\uu = dH \ u-
A smooth function / on a pseudomanifold is said to be a first integral of a vector field Xh = {h, •} if {h,f} = 0. The standard results in the theory of symplectic manifolds hold true in the setting of symplectic n-pseudomanifolds. They emphasize the conservative properties of Hamiltonian vector fields in this smooth setting. It is easily verified that a Hamiltonian function H is constant along the trajectories of the flow of X = XH and the energy is conserved in the system. That is, H is a first integral of XH as we can write Xh(H) = 0.
Gluing symplectic pseudomanifolds
In what follows, we consider two connected Hausdorff symplectic 2n-pseudomanifolds (MI, C\, Ti) and (M2, Ti) that glue in the sense of Sasin (see [12] and [13] ). The gluing diffeomorphism h : MQ\ -> MQ2 maps points of a subset of (M01, C01, ) onto those of a subset (M01, C02, ^02) IN such a way as to obtain a subset A = 7rph(Moi) = nPh(Mo2), where irPh is the Clearly, /1 U fa is smooth by construction as fa and fa are smooth by assumption. Also, it is easy to observe that fa U fa e $Co = 3~m-
DEFINITION 5.2. A vector field X E X(M) is said to be tangent to the subspace A if for any point p E A there is a tangent vector v € TPM such that
X(p) = (LA)*pV-
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We shall denote by JEA (M) the set of all smooth vector fields tangent to M which are also tangent to A. 
Proof. The inclusion XA(M) C X(M) is obvious. We need only show the reverse inclusion. Let X G X(M), then X € %Mj\A(M), for j = 1,2. This follows from the assumption that A is closed as boundary, making
Mj\A an open set.
which is equivalent to
Thus X G XA(M), which proves the reverse inclusion.
• DEFINITION 
A pair (Xi,X2) of vector fields X\ G XA{M\)
and X 2 G XA{M 2 ) is said to be consistent on A if Xi|A = X 2 \/S.. The unique vector field denoted by X\ U X 2 such that
is called the conjunction of vector fields X\ and X 2 . is bijective.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 5.1 and Definition 5.2 above.
• where ¿JA (resp. ¿ 2 A) is the inclusion map of A into Mi (resp. M 2 ).
; i\ A UI = ¿ 2A w 2 } denote the set of all A-consistent fc-forms on M. DEFINITION 5.6 . The conjunction of A-consistent /C-forms lo\ and W 2 is the fc-form defined by
where Let (M\,u>\) and (M2,U2) be symplectic pseudomanifolds. Proof. Observe that Uu>2 is symplectic by construction. We need to show that u>i U u>2 maps X\ U X2 into a\ U <22, where X{ 6 X(Mi), ccj € i2 1 (Mj), ¿ = 1,2. In fact, in the usual way we know that 
Then
A Hamiltonian function H(q,p) defining the system in case of absence of constraining forces and time dependence is the total energy of the system, that is, the kinetic plus the potential energies. According to some observation made by Eledrisi [5] on structured spaces, we note that on a pseudomanifold, the set of singular points lying in the transversal intersection is A = Ml n M2 = {0}. That is, p0eA if and only if p 0 = (0,..., 0) <E R 12 .
Assume that (MI,CJI) and (M2,0*2) are symplectic with symplectic A-consistent forms given by The integral curves for Xh x satisfy the (Hamilton-Jacobi) equations Next, consider a Lagrangian function on the glued space.
That is,
with Li : TMi -> R (¿ = 1,2)
the Lagrangians on TMi given by 
It is clear that if
The above ingredients are enough for us to write a mechanical system on a glued space. If E : TM -> R denotes the energy function with the associated vector field Xe such that ix E^L = dE, then the geodesies on the glued space are base integral curves of the vector fields Xe constructed on the glued tangent bundle. It can be observed that some geodesies are piecewise smooth curves with bifurcation.
Now we state Now we need to show that £ is a diffeomorphism. Since it is bijective according to the properties of g and smooth by definition, we only show that is smooth. Note that the canonical smooth structure on TM is generated by the set {a o ir} U {da} and on T*M by the set {a o r} U {da}, where a € Tm, n and r are bundle projections respectively. So it is enough to show that the composition of £ -1 with the generators in T*(M) is smooth. Proof. A similar construction leads to C(v)(w) = g(v,w), turning C into a diffeomorphism. Therefore, L is hyperregular. Thus,
E(v) = \g{v,v) + (Voir)(w).
Notice that ujl = C*uo is closed on T M since
C*LJo = C*{d0o) = d(C(OQ))
is exact, where do and uq are the canonical 1-form and 2-form on T*M respectively. Also it is a nondegenerate 2-form since £ is a diffeomorphism. One concludes that UL is a symplectic form. Therefore, £ is a symplectomorphism. Next, consider
E(v) = ^g(v,v) + (Vo7r)(v),
and let v € C~l(a), for a G T*M. Then 
H ( a ) = E(C~1(a)) = \g{C-\a), C \ a ) ) + (V o ^(¿^(a))
= \g(v, v) + (V o n)(v) = \g(v, v) -L(v)) + L(v) + (V o TT)(V) = L(v) + 2(V O 7R)(v) = LO C~X(A)
+
